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ANNOTATIONS: STAGING GUIDELINES
The performance should begin as the audience enters the space. These are our annotations on the
preset staging guidelines.
The audience arrives to trial the first preview of an advert generated by Eve, a powerful,
technological leader.
Upon entering the theatre, the Evies create the impression that there is a system in place which
determines where the audience are seated. They will do this by asking random audience members
questions about the kind of products they buy. For example, they may ask someone ‘How many
Apple devices do you have?’ and (regardless of their response) allocate them with a ‘specific’ seat to
enhance the concept of ‘targeted marketing’.
The audience is informed at the start of the show (see Scene One) that in order for Eve to create the
‘perfect advert’ she must first look back through the history of advertisement so that she can
replicate the successful techniques used by The Seven. Despite this search only taking a brief second,
the script distorts time to reveal to the audience what she finds in the archives.
The Evies are used to facilitate the scene, providing the necessary props, lighting or set changes. If
they are not directly needed on stage they can walk around the entire theatre (balconies, tech box,
audience areas) to act as Eve’s eyes, ears and mouth within the space.

Technical Note: Lighting and projection cues approximated with Natalie Jones and Chris Irwin, due to
the complex design of the EVE projections and negotiations with the number of cues due to our lack
of large numbers of ‘set pieces’. The number of projection cues appears to exceed our allowance, but
Chris was still in the planning process of timing each mapped image in conjunction with our own
videos. All sound timed to the dialogue and will play until the end of each track. Costumes were
collated from our own wardrobes, friends, charity shops and second hand websites, the costume
cupboard and some in the process of being made by Nicola Hewitt-George. The sketches in this
document were drawn by Hannah Harding (Tech Liaison) in order to illustrate our design ideas.
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ANNOTATIONS: STAGE DIRECTIONS (Character Rules)
Please bear these rules in mind when reading stage directions (added here for ease of access).

THE EVIES
1. Must only walk in grid lines and turn at 90 degree/180 degree angles.
2. Must move robotically and without emotion.
3. Must look straight ahead.
4. Must speak in time with the Eve projections and audio cues.
5. Must be used to facilitate the recreation of the adverts (they act as Eve’s stage managers).

THE SEVEN (collective term for the seven mascots)
1. Must remain in the ‘V’ formation during all meeting scenes (as if they are all separate tabs
that Eve has open).
2. Must only alternate their stance between 3 generic poses which their characters have in
existing advertisements.
3. Must move in ways that physically reflect the form of their character (e.g. Michelin Man
wears heelys and glides, Barbie has cupped hands and moves like a marionette, Mr
Monopoly has aches and pains so moves like an old man etc.).
4. Must always face forward during the meeting scenes, even when talking to people stood
behind/to the side. However, during the advert recreation they may move freely.
5. Must remain on stage at all times but motionless/deactivated when not in conversation
(their tab is still there, but not necessarily always open).

CHARACTER LIST
9/10 HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS (9/10)
BARBIE
MICHELIN MAN (MICHELIN)
MICKEY MOUSE (MICKEY)
MOTHER NATURE (MOTHER N)
MR MONOPOLY (MONOPOLY)
RONALD MCDONALD (RON)
THE EVIES

EVE

Lucy Sarasin
Lucy Doig
Rosa Higgs
Niamh Smith
Hannah Harding
Sophie Welbourne
Dylan Rowe
Katie Davis
Lucy Donald
Sofía Kherroubi García
Kate Page
Cierra Thirkill
Voiced by recordings of Amazon Alexa
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PRESET STAGE DESIGN
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SCENE ONE: EVE’S WELCOME
Eve is an artificial intelligence machine representing humanity’s reliance on technology - a system
which facilitates humanity’s own manipulation of itself. The audience, framed as the ‘test audience’,
have been invited by Eve to review her new advert. They’re also privy to her searching of the archives.

(LX1) Clearance, blackout, fade time 5 seconds.
(SFX1) Clearance, Evies walk onto stage - ‘EVE’s welcome/Character introductions’ audio.
(PX1) Clearance, Evies walk onto stage - EVE WAKE UP into SPEAK projection.
(LX2) 5 Evies (in LED) walk onto stage - Light blue gel sidelights (100%), 2 blue specials (lighting up
prop panels) pulse (100%).
After all audience members have taken their seats, the five EVIES take up their ‘V’ formation, where
the point of the ‘V’ sits DSC.
EVE: Welcome, test audience. Thank you for coming today. My name is: Eve. By entering this space,
my space, you have automatically agreed to my terms and conditions. Thank you.In order for me to
generate the perfect advert, I need you to ensure that your mobile device is turned on with Airdrop
set to receive from everyone - though sound should remain off. If you are having difficulty with this
process, please seek assistance as I am happy to help.In the meantime please sit comfortably and
bear with me as I complete my search.
The EVIES exit, return to their lights and remove the blue gel - 1 Evie moves to the technical balcony.
(LX3) “Bare with me as I complete my search” Audio continues playing - Blue down spot (100%), 1
minute fade whilst audio is playing.
(PX2) “Bare with me as I complete my search” - Projection morphs into a flash of images from each
character in time with the “Character Introduction” audio. Projection STOPS automatically.
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SCENE TWO: MEETING ONE
Taking inspiration from Lyndsay Turner’s 2019 production of Caryl Churchill’s Top Girls at the
National Theatre, this opening scene sees seven influential advertising mascots come together in
order to share the secrets behind the selling techniques that have made them their fortune and
found them fame. Like in the opening scene of Top Girls, the scene combines the familiar and the
fantastical. This combination of the real and the unreal asks audiences to draw parallel between the
world presented on stage and their own. They are able to recognise that they are subject to the
exploitative tactics explored on stage and, as such, they realise that their continued consumption will
only make possible the monstrous potential of a pervasive and manipulative consumer culture.
‘The Seven’ enter and take their places in a ‘V’ formation. The point of the ‘V’ shape sits USC. The
Advertisement anthem plays. The mascots activate when their jingle is heard. This activation
comprises a short cycle of three of four recognisable poses that relate specifically to their character.
The individual mascots should immediately freeze and ‘deactivate’ when their tune is over, holding
their final pose. According to the anthem, the order of activation is: Barbie, Mr Monopoly, Mother
Nature, Michelin, 9/10, Mickey, Ron.
When the recording is finished, the lighting state immediately changes to correspond with Ron’s
activation at the start of the scene. The mascots hold their poses throughout the ‘meeting’ scenes
both when ‘activated’ and ‘deactivated’ (they are deactivated when not engaged in conversation)
and maintain constant eye contact with the audience.

[N.B. This stage plan is used for every meeting scene.]

(LX4) Mcdonalds whistle music, sidelights (100%), snap.
Ron activates.
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RON: I’m [Pause] finding this a little bizarre…[Acknowledges Mr Monopoly] Well ,look who it is!
MONOPOLY: Ah, Ron. Lovely to see you again, old chap. I haven’t seen you since//
RON: //We collaborated by tastefully introducing the fun of Monopoly to the delicious taste of
McDonald's freshly cooked food - especially with our brand new Mc//
MONOPOLY: //Yes, yes of course sorry but we were sitting on a gold mine with that one for years!
We became almost the 5th season: spring, summer, autumn, winter, McNopoly//
RON: //Oh but it's not about//
MONOPOLY: //Picture the scene… It's been a long cold winter, dark nights, even darker mornings
and despite promising yourself that you’d stick to that News Year’s gym regime- it has now hit March
and its fair to say your ‘McMuffin top’ surrounds you like a rubber dinghy. [Acknowledges Michelin
Man] You’ve given up. And like the viper, we strike… A NEW EXCUSE TO EAT. GAMBLING. AND.
FOOD.
RON: Hahah oh Mister Haha Monopolyyy… I mean it's all about the fun… the kids like the fun. The
adults… like… the fun… Everyone is having fun. It’s fun and it's happy. Everyone’s happy.
9/10: [Looks side to side as if surrounded by other medical professionals] We couldn’t agree more!
MICHELIN: Oh, for fuck’s sake! [Directed to Ron] Are you shitting me?
RON: Excuse me?
MICHELIN: Would you stop going on about your bloody McCrap. You make one business deal with
the money man [Acknowledges Mr Monopoly] and, suddenly, you're acting like your food is
gourmet?
RON: McDonald's restaurants offer a wide variety of delicious meals for all the family - and it doesn't
take half a day to get served! Although, I did always want to branch out into fine dining…
MICHELIN: [Scoffs] Maybe, if you put one ounce of effort into actually making something that
doesn't just taste like MSG then you wouldn’t have to rely on the bloody toys so much.
RON: McDonald's always appreciates customer feedback… usually, it doesn't come from a stack of
old tires with a ratchet accent but I'll take it into account.
MONOPOLY: Yes with the greatest respect, I suppose, now, it does m
 ake sense why they decided to
keep you so silent. That voice does really grate on you doesn’t it? Is there not some oil they could
have given you for that?
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9/10: [Consults their fellow Healthcare Professionals] As ENT consultants, we recommend taking two
or three vocal ease tablets before any live performance.
MICHELIN: Save your pills. It’s just one of the occupational hazards. The grit was stuck in my lungs
since the day I hit the road. And you, I wouldn’t even give you a Michelin Tyre let alone a Michelin
Star.
RON: You want 5 star standard, I’ll give you 5 star standard.
(LX5) “I’ll give you 5 star standard” - white centre spot 100%, snap.
(SFX2) “I’ll give you 5 star standard” - ‘M&S McApple Pie’ audio.
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SCENE THREE: RON’S McAPPLE PIE ADVERT

Taking inspiration from Anne Washburn’s Mr Burns, each of the adverts in this play explore the fine
line between ‘tantilisation and torture’ (52) in advertisment. Ron’s advert is the first in the series of
commercials. He attempts to sexualise each ingredient in order to sell his McApple Pie.
A seductive voice over (Mocking the iconic M&S ‘This is not just food’ ad) describes how the McApple
Pie is constructed while the mascots assemble to create a visual that corresponds to the recorded
voice over. Products used to recreate the apple pie only have to resemble their edible counterpart
(e.g. water and food colouring for oil, talcum powder for flour) to highlight the falsity in advertising.

Water is poured from a watering can into a large silver cooking bowl. The water sloshes and spills
from the edges. RON narrates the process.
RON: This is not just water. This is the most refreshing, crystal clear, glacial water, filtered through a
thousand layers of [Struggles to maintain seductive voice] ugh [Coughs], ugh [Clears throat ]. No. No.
This isn’t working. Em [Pauses for thought]. Do we have some svelte, gorgeous girl, some woman,
em… [Assess the audience and stage]. No, no. Not you. Em. Oh yes! You’ll do great! Can we have
you? Can you come here a sec sweetheart? I need you to read something out for me. Is that alright?
Thank you.
Flour is sifted, from a great height, into the bowl. It misses and creates a considerable mess. BARBIE
takes over the narration from RON, similarly mimicking a seductive voice.
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BARBIE: This is not just flour. This is finely milled, organically harvested, gluten-free baking flour,
hand-sifted by our local, friendly, highly appreciated McDonald’s bakers.
Oil is slowly poured into the mixing bowl. It spills from the edges, further contributing to the mess.
BARBIE continues her narration.
This is not just palm oil. This is the highest quality, wood-smoked palm oil, nurtured and certified by
Mother Nature.
Apple slices are carelessly dropped into the bowl. The contents of the bowl spill out onto the already
messy surface.
BARBIE: These are not just apples. These are 100%... her apples.
A golden brown apple pie is presented centre stage. It sits incongruous to the messy ingredients
below.
This is not just an Apple Pie. This is a McApple Pie, bathed in a luscious pool of bubbling, golden oil.
Fried to crisp perfection.
A mouth-watering slice of McApple Pie is presented to the audience.
Mr McDonald, take it away…
RON: [Sings the McDonald's jingle] Doo, doo, doo, doo, doooooo. I’m lovin’ it.
Lights come up, making clear the disorder behind the construction.
THE SEVEN h
 ave reassembled into their ‘V’ formation.
(LX6) “I’m loving it. Is it good?”, blue down spot (100%), sidelights (100%), snap.
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SCENE FOUR: MEETING TWO
RON: Is it good? Of course it’s good! How’s that for your hot cuisine?
MICHELIN: Right, well, to start, I'll think you'll find it’s actually pronounced//
BARBIE: ……..//[With perfect pronunciation] Haute cuisine. [Giggle] It’s French. Paris Fashion Week
Barbie sold out in [Accent slips] une minute, [Regains accent] Très bon! J’adore, C’est fantastique!
MICKEY: Well, Bonjour to that! I could tell ya’ a thing or two about Paris!
RON: The only French I know is French fries, golden, delicious and 100% American - just like you
barbielicious!
BARBIE: [Gasps and cups hands to mouth in shock] Oh Ron! It doesn't matter where I am on the
planet, Barbie is still as American as apple pie! [Gleaming smile]
RON: That sure is sweet. But, everybody wants a little bit of spice in their life! Sex sells, you know
that Barbie.
BARBIE: [Gasps and cups hands to mouth in shock] Oh Ron! That’s not like you to say. You know
Barbie’s thing is romance [Far-off dreamy look]. It is just a bonus that I have blonde hair, blue eyes
[Looks to chest]a nd big boo- [Abruptly ends the alliteration and diverts her thought path] … and a
good personality! [Giggle]
RON: I am sure that is exactly what Ken was interested in...your big good personality! [Knowingly
raises eyebrow to the audience]
9/10: [Consults their fellow Doctors] As Plastic Surgeons, we suggest that tout les 10 ans ont doit se
refaire ses seins, pour qu'ils restes formée.
BARBIE: [Giggles - acknowledging 9/10s advice] Listen up. [Strong] Barbie is a feminist icon. There’s
Astronaut Barbie, President Barbie, Teacher Barbie, Malibu Barbie, Skiing Barbie and oh, the most
iconic, rich housewife Barbie! There is nothing I can’t do alone. [Pause] But, you can’t be a housewife
without a husband [Pause] because otherwise you’re just a house! [Giggle]
MICKEY: That is so sweet. Minnie and I have been together nearly 90 years.
BARBIE: [Competitively] Well, Ken and I have been living the Dream, in the Malibu Dream House, for
a long, long, long t ime! [Giggle]
MICKEY: [Upbeat] Hey, that sounds a bit like my Clubhouse!
BARBIE: Oh, but does your ‘Clubhouse’ have three pools, a beauty salon and a water slide? [Giggle]
MICKEY: I don’t know about that! [quitely] b
 ut no one knows about secret bunkers…
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BARBIE: [Under breath] W
 ell, at least our house doesn’t have a rodent [mechanically tilts head in
direction of MICKEY] p
 roblem!
MICKEY: What was that?
BARBIE: Nothing! [Giggle]
MICKEY: Well, Minnie and I are soulmates! We were drawn together since the very start!
BARBIE: Ah funny you mention that because Ken and I met…
(LX7) “Because Ken and I met…” Rose tinted gel sidelights (100%), snap.
(SFX3) “Because Ken and I met…” - ‘Barbie Girl/Sad Instrumental’ audio.
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SCENE FIVE: BARBIE’S APPLE CRUSH LIP GLOSS ADVERT
Barbie’s advert explores how integral her ‘Barbie’s Apple Crush Lip Gloss’ was to the realisation of
her relationship with Ken. She convinces audiences that in buying her product, they too can have a
true love story. Capturing the hearts of the audience with her romantic tale, Barbie demonstrates
how easily the emotions of the consumer can be manipulated in advertising. Selling us an idealised
image of how products enhance our lives, the Barbie advert foregrounds the commodification of
everyday life. The distortion between the size and the prevalence of the emoji props used in the scene
emphasises the vast array of products referenced in Barbie’s tale, foregrounding this central concern.
Alongside this the use of the ‘Barbie Girl’ song refers to a common advertisement trope where a
popular upbeat song, which later transitions into a slow acoustic version, is used to encourage the
audience to feel incongruously moved by something so superficial.

The Seven break from their formation. After the E VIES have switched in the rose tinted sidelights,
they stand ready USL, DRL, USR and DSR respectively, armed with props. BARBIE addresses the
audience unless otherwise stated.
BARBIE: Paris Fashion Week. Backstage.

💡

Audio plays. B
 ARBIE breaks from her position and walks DSL. She is met by MICHELIN and M
 ICKEY
who hold two  (l ight bulb emojis) either side of her head so as to create a dressing room mirror.
MONOPOLY, 9/10, MOTHER N j oin RON DSR. They mirror BARBIE who is miming getting ready for
the Catwalk. Four E VIES move to USL, DSL, USR, and DSR positions with boxes containing their
respective emojis.
BARBIE: I am just about to close the show with Barbie’s Spring/Summer practical line…[Breaks
conversation and speaks as Tag line] for women everywhere [Wink and giggle]. But, no look is
complete without ‘Barbie’s Apple Crush Lip Gloss’ [Smile and holds up  (lipstick emoji) ]. So, I apply
it [Presses emoji to pouty lips] and hit the catwalk.

💄
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💥

💡

MICHELIN, MICKEY, MR MONOPOLY, 9/10, MOTHER NATURE and RON split to create a Catwalk CS.
They mimic Paparazzi using these emojis:  ,  , and
. The four  have been collected from the
EVIES. B
 ARBIE holds focus at USC. On the beat drop of the Barbie Girl tune, she energetically walks
the runway, responding to the Paparazzi.

📷👀

BARBIE: Click, snap, cheer, boom! [Catwalks to CS] I had made it. Every camera was pointed at me
and everyone was cheering my name. This was the fashion event of the year and I could see Stella to
my left and Donatella to my right and there was every other Ella in between! [Giggles] I was Paris
Fashion Week royalty. [Catwalks to DSC and holds position] ] I was posing at the end of the catwalk.
Perfecting my final pout [Pouts to audience] and peppy kick [Kicks Leg] when I noticed the most
beautiful man I had ever seen!

😍. A slower, acoustic version of

9/10 ( playing the role of ‘Ken’) meets BARBIE DSC. He is holding 
Barbie Girl theme begins to play.

BARBIE: We had matching tans and he was the only other person on the planet to suit coral pink,
apart from me [Giggles]. We locked eyes [BARBIE locks eyes with 9/10] H
 e smiled [They smile]. I
smiled back. And because I am Barbie, I knew this wouldn’t be the end [Giggle].

🍹

🍸

BARBIE retrieves  from an EVIE D
 SL. M
 ICHELIN, MICKEY, MONOPOLY, MOTHER N and R
 ON form a
group of models at the Fashion show’s backstage event. They mime drinking from t he  . 9
 /10 s tays
at DSC.
BARBIE: I was at the afterparty sipping on a ‘Barbie Bubblegum Colada’, that the bartender made
just for me [Giggle], when I heard someone say “excuse me”. So, I turned and our eyes locked. It
was coral man! I knew those good looks were too good to be wasted [Giggle] . He was a model, just
like me and his name was Ken. Dreamy [Giggle].
BARBIE meets 9
 /10 DSC.
BARBIE: We talked for ages about me, then him, then him and me! But, the music was a little loud
and the night was still young so, of course [Giggle] , he invited me out for dinner. So, I quickly
reapplied my lipgloss [Presses  to pouty lips]  and off we went.

💄

🍓 🥖, 🧀 and hold them above
🎻 🎸 from the EVIES at the sides

MICHELIN, MONOPOLY, MOTHER N j oin DSC. They have collected  ,
BARBIE and 9
 /10 w
 ho sit DSC. R
 ON a nd MICKEY a re collecting
and
of the stage space.

BARBIE: It was just like in the movies [Giggle]. He prepared a picnic and we sat in the park. I must
admit we didn’t actually eat the food. It tasted a little bit plastic [Giggle] and it was fashion week,
come on [Giggle]! The park was buzzing with couples in love, people were laughing and music was
playing.

🌟✨

🎻 🎸

RON and MICKEY j oin DSC with their 
and  . MICHELIN, MONOPOLY, MOTHER N c ollect
, ,⭐ and return DSC. R
 ON a nd MICKEY m
 ime playing music while M
 ICHELIN, MONOPOLY,
MOTHER N h
 old the star emojis above BARBIE and 9 /10.
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BARBIE: So, Ken took me by the hand and asked me to dance in the bandstand, under the stars.
BARBIE and 9/10 dance together, mechanically, like dolls.
BARBIE: It was magical. I was in love [Dreamy look] a nd he definitely was too [Giggle]. It was getting
late and Pilot Barbie was flying everyone Stateside the next morning, so, we made one last stop on
our romantic adventure in Paris.
MICHELIN, MONOPOLY, MOTHER N, RON a
 nd MICKEY p hysicalise the Eiffel Tower by lifting
MOTHER N (who stands on the backs of the other performers and holds ⭐ above her head) USC .
BARBIE and 9/10 turn to face them.
BARBIE: Le Tour Eiffel, ah! [Turns back to face the audience] That’s the Eiffel tower for those of you
who don’t speak the language of love [Giggle]. The bright lights were breath-taking. I couldn’t take
my eyes off them. Like diamonds in the sky [Turns back to face the Eiffel Tower].

💋

MICHELIN, MONOPOLY, MOTHER N, RON a
 nd MICKEY t ransition into tourists. They swarm BARBIE,
separating her from 9/10 w
 ho goes to the EVIES to collect  . BARBIE s earches for  9/10 DSL.
BARBIE: But when I turned around Ken was gone! I was in a sea of tourists and he didn’t even have
my cell. I was lost. It was a disaster. I was going to have to go back to dating Action Men and
[Furious] army camo was so last year [Cries]!

🌟,✨,⭐ emojis DSL. RON a nd MICKEY retake their

MICHELIN, MONOPOLY, MOTHER N t ake their 
position in the ‘V’ formation.

💄

BARBIE: [Regains composure rapidly] To cheer myself up, I put on my apple crush lip gloss [Presses
t o pouty lips]. M
 y handbook says just because you are sad doesn’t mean you shouldn’t sparkle
MICHELIN, MONOPOLY, MOTHER N reveal their 
positions in the ‘V’ formation.

🌟,✨,⭐ from behind B ARBIE. They return to their

BARBIE: But then just when all hope was lost…I saw Ken running towards me [Giggle]! We were
reunited. He said the only reason he found me was because he could see the lights of the Eiffel
Tower reflecting on my lips.

💋.

9/10 m
 eets BARBIE DCS. He holds up 
So he kissed them [Giggle] .

💋 and kicks her leg in the air.

BARBIE k isses the 

💄

BARBIE: A true love story. [Pause] And you could have yours too. So long as you have Barbie’s Apple
Crush Lip Gloss [holds up  and smiles] .
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9/10 a
 nd BARBIE r eturn to their positions in the ‘V’ formation. EVIES l eave the stage space following
their grid pattern and remove the rose tinted gels from the onstage side lights.
(LX8) “Barbie’s apple crush lip gloss” Blue down spot (100%), sidelights (100%), 5 second fade.
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SCENE SIX: MEETING THREE
BARBIE: [Extending out her arms] Tah dahhh! [Hearing sniffles MICKEY]  M
 ickey are you okay?
MICKEY: [Sniffs] Wow. That was.. that was really beautiful. [Sniffs again, clears throat] y ou're right, I
forgot how much people love romance, it's genius. How many sold? How’re the figures looking?
BARBIE: [Hands on hips to accentuate her figure] Mickey [Giggle], I think this figure speaks for itself.
MICKEY: Um no, I meant the… figures. .. never mind. But the ‘Barbie and Ken love montage’! I need
it!I need that kind of passion, the twinkling stars, the emotional bit in the middle but the happy
ending, we need you in the Disney parade. Hoh boy! think of the merch!
BARBIE: Oh, thanks, Mickey! I have a free season//
MOTHER N: //Woah, woah, Barbie! Let's have a think about your schedule before we make any
commitments. So you’ve got 28 days in total, and that tricky week in the middle where I’ll bring your
supply. Unless you and Ken are ready to settle down, start a family, and…
BARBIE: [Abruptly] Not today, Mother Nature.
MICHELIN: Although Love, if you do change your mind, I can set you up with a fresh set of family
friendly tyres - gotta keep baby Barb safe and sound on the road. You never know what’s round the
corner.
EVIES enter with ‘Monopoly’ chance cards and stand beside MOTHER N, 9
 /10 and BARBIE.
9/10: As gynecologists we advise Verhütungsmittel wenn man sich kein Kind wünscht.
BARBIE: I'm not sure how I feel about pregnant Barbie [Nervous giggle] but a baby accessory sold
separately could work…
EVIES lift chance cards and hold in front of M
 OTHER N, 9/10 and BARBIE.
MOTHER N: [Reacting to the chance card] What? I’m being sued? I thought my terms and conditions
were leak proof.
9/10: [Reacting to the chance card] Hospital fees? [Consults fellow Healthcare Professionals] Didn’t
our benefits cover that?
BARBIE: [Reacting to the chance card] Wait a minute [Pause]. Runner up at BEAUTY Pagent [In
Despair] ! There must be some mistake!
EVIES s imultaneously place lavender gels in side lights. M
 ICHELIN, MOTHER N, RON, MICKEY, 9/10
and BARBIE freeze.
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SCENE SEVEN: MR MONOPOLY’S CORE INSURANCE ADVERT
Mr Monopoly’s advert explores the techniques used by insurance companies in their efforts to
convince consumers that they need to insure every aspect of their lives. A hallmark of the global
financial elite, Mr Monopoly is well placed to reveal the exploitative tactics of his trade. He uses his
board game format to list the numerous ways in which his ‘Core Insurance’ can provide protection.
He uses fear mongering tactics to encourage consumers to buy into multiple layers of consumption.
The advert suggests that order can be brought to our lives if we buy into the organising principles of
capitalism - and these need to be purchased immediately increasing the fear factor, i.e. buy the
insurance TODAY because something could go wrong tomorrow.
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(LX9) “Didn't our benefits cover that?” Sidelights remain on (100%) with Lavender gels inserted.
MONOPOLY s tands USC.
MONOPOLY: You never know what life will throw at you.
MONOPOLY t ips his hat. This cues the petal drop which is controlled by one of the E VIES. Upsized set
pieces of the iconic Monopoly board game (red houses, green houses, money, chance cards and
community chest cards) fall from above. MICHELIN, MOTHER N, RON, MICKEY, 9/10 m
 ove centre
stage and BARBIE d
 esperately attempts to rebuild the board game from the mess surrounding them
throughout the scene, in order to regain control of their situation. M
 ONOPOL Y builds a sense of fear
by listing i ncidents which correspond with each property bracket around the monopoly board: all of
which are covered by his insurance policy. The remaining EVIES are placed on either side of the stage.
MONOPOLY: Don’t leave anything to chance. With ‘Core Insurance’ we can ensure all your worries
are covered by our policy. With our new pay monthly system, getting your life back in order has
never been easier.
Royally peeved your family and been written out of Granny’s Will?
Did daddy lose his place on the board of trustees at Oxford, and now your admission
depends on actual intelligence?
Forgot your keep cup and had to pay 20 pence more for your extra hot one shot latte with a
dash of oatmilk?
Premier league postponed just as you’ve subscribed to watch the game?
Pipes frozen over mid April?
Self-employed and the Government won’t give you your 80%?
Resorted to looking for the yellow stickers in the reduced aisle?
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Run out of 50 pences for the electricity meter?
That rotten egg smell turned into an actual gas leak?
House vandalised by hooded hooligans?
Stockpiling on toilet roll and pasta in the off chance of an apocalypse?
By paying into our all-in-one package insurance scheme, you can pass go, collect £200 and protect
yourself from the hubbub of everyday life.
MICHELIN, MOTHER N, RON, MICKEY, 9/10 a
 nd BARBIE have reordered the board game.
Whether it’s your bike or your Bentley, nothing is safe. The world is a dangerous and terrifying place,
don’t take any chances, join today and forget about tomorrow.
MICHELIN, MOTHER N, RON, MICKEY, 9/10, MONOPOLY a
 nd BARBIE r eassemble in their ‘V’
formation. The EVIES e nter from the sides of the stage and sweep away the board game with a
synchronised efficiency, briefly pausing in the middle to mime EVE’s line.
EVE: 50% complete.
The E VIES then remove the lavender gel from the side lamps and take their new positions on the side
of the stage.

(10) “And forget about tomorrow” - 2 blue specials (lighting up prop panels) pulse (100%), snap.
(4) “And forget about tomorrow” - ‘50% Complete’ audio.
(3) “And forget about tomorrow” - EVE LOADING projection.
(11) 4 Evies finish sweeping - Blue down spot (100%), sidelights (100%), snap.
(4) 4 Evies finish sweeping - STOP projection.
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SCENE EIGHT: MEETING FOUR
MICHELIN: Well, I don’t know what tyres your Bentley’s carrying bruv but if they’re Michelin made
they already come with a limited warranty for treadwear, which covers defects in workmanship and
materials for the life of the original usable tread, or for six years from date of purchase, whichever
occurs first. Y’know what I'm sayin?
MONOPOLY: This is life insurance. For life. Not for six years.
MOTHER N: It doesn’t matter how long it’s going to last, as long as you can actually sell them in the
first place.
MICHELIN: The overall design goal of the Energy Saver All-Season tyre is to maximize fuel economy
without compromising tread life or safety. With a unique silica-based tread compound the Energy
Saver construction keeps the tire running cooler to try and achieve better fuel efficiency. The tread
design is symmetric and features an independent tread block responsible for predictable handling,
max stopping performance, and traction on dry or wet surfaces. Innit.
MOTHER N: Now that’s it. I love what you’re doing here, the whole “fuel economy” thing, and
“energy saver”. But let’s cut to the crap, darling, and add some colour to this. I’m thinking natural,
the earth and the trees… let’s really give it some roots. Trim a little here, shape it a little more there.
A sentence, the catch phrase is all you need. Let’s keep it snappy. I’m thinking… GREEN.
The E VIES insert green gels into the on stage lights and proceed to place a semi-inflated plastic tyre
around the necks of each of the mascots. They return to their positions at the side of the stage.
(LX12) “I'm thinking… GREEN” Green gel sidelights (100%), green wash (100%), snap.
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SCENE NINE: MICHELIN MAN AND MOTHER NATURE’S ‘FOR EVERY TYRE YOU BUY, WE
PLANT ONE APPLE TREE’ ADVERT
Michelin enlists the help of Mother Nature to sell his car tyres to ‘woke’ generation Z consumers.
Mother Nature uses her ‘greenwashing’ technique to manipulate the consumer into believing that
they are actually helping the environment by increasing their consumption of supposedly eco-friendly
products. The advert quickly distorts and becomes unintelligible as the tagline gets taken over by
vocabulary that relates more broadly to consumer culture, capitalism and the destruction of the
environment. This distortion foregrounds the fact that energy consumption and nature conservation
simply cannot combine, i.e. an eco-friendly car tyre cannot exist because the very act of using the
product, i.e. a petrol/diesel vehicle, has a counterproductive impact on the environment. Although
the language in this scene is chaotic, there should be a very still and striking stage picture which
mirrors the imagery of when Eve tries to combine all the techniques at the end.

MICHELIN, MOTHER N, RON, MICKEY, 9/10 DOCTORS, MONOPOLY and BARBIE finish blowing up
the tyres. There hiss of the tyres fills the space. This scene marks the transition into a surreal state.
MICHELIN kneels DSC. MOTHER NATURE stands to his DSL. R
 ON, MICKEY, 9/10, MONOPOLY and
BARBIE p
 osition themselves directly behind MICHELIN.
MOTHER N: For every tyre you buy, we plant one tree.
MICHELIN: A gift for you, a gift for the planet.
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RON, MICKEY, 9/10, MONOPOLY and BARBIE p
 ass their tyres down in a line until they reach M
 ICKEY
who places them on MICHELIN.
MOTHER N: For every tyre you buy we plant one tree.
MICHELIN: A gift for you, a gift for the planet.
BOTH: For every tyre you plant, we buy one tree. You for gift. Planet for good. For every tyre you
tyre, we apple one plant. Gift for good trees for planet states. For apple tyre you tree, we one good
tree pop. Apple for you, good for you. For every planet you tyre its tinder Andersson crackle, we
apple you until you drop. Good for tyres. gift for apple.
MICHELIN is consumed by the tyres, which have been placed over his head, and is no longer visible.
Tyre tyre tyre, tree tree apple. Good gift planet. planet for you.
RON, MICKEY, 9/10 DOCTORS, M
 R MONOPOLY a nd BARBIE p hysicalise an apple tree. The EVIES
enter and place apples in their hands. MOTHER N c omes to USC to pick an apple. She returns to DCS.
Tree for tyre you apple in the forest, one good you for tree planet edition with free delivery. Good
tyre for good. Apple plant united and planet for prime you tyre for you and every plant snap crackle.
Tyre you for every premium bite you good apple for you unlimited good and gift. Gift with the book
of faces and limited tyres for an apple time only, gift on the gram in multipacks. Tyre the tiny hands
and light work in the kingdom of tweet and twit birds that live in the tree we plant. For every slave to
the rhythm you plant, we buy united sixpacks.
(SFX5) “We buy United sixpacks” - ‘Warped Language Michelin and Mother N/EVE Recalibrating’
audio.
(PX5) Audio starts - Apple Rotting/Tyre into EVE LOADING projection.
Good apples fill your feed with apps for mindfulness, we whip up states in fifteen minutes. Trees and
tyres that are slow fast chat, but it won’t last forever until May cripples. For every swipe you swipe,
we give you sugar on you sugar on your spoon. Nom nom yummy. For cheap apple you cheap, we
tree your cheap tyre into a thick soup like liquid called toothpaste and sticky tar footprints.
A voice recording of a vocal mashup plays. It drowns out MICHELIN and MOTHER N s o that they can
no longer be heard.
Your tyres treat yourself with stomping compostable tyre fibre that is limited with sweaty get fit. On
your trees the web does a pirouette in the greenhouse gift that came with mister mince. You are a
little chicken born and raised in the tyres of the apples that your family cared for over 20
generations. But if you run real quick you win all the race that divides and oh wow you are top of the
class, good for you and good for the planet and good for the power to the people.But I can’t believe
it’s not flora because the fauna takes over and starts to grow on the trees that you planted, you
lucky little thing.
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In May you tyre, but with the united stars that bangle for an unlimited time on the gram then you
can snap and crackle with a pink bow tied around it.
The EVIES enter and take the apples from the mascots. They return to their positions at the side of
the stage. RON, MICKEY, 9/10, M
 ONOPOLY a nd BARBIE, one by one, step forward and remove a tyre
from MICHELIN. They whirl them off stage in the same way the Michelin Man does in his adverts and
return to their positions in the ‘V’ formation.
Are you feeling a little emotion with motion of the power and the rhythm, which comes for free,
when you buy tyres and apples until the balls drop and you cripple. For every. For every tyre For tyre
apple you tree, we give you a gift. An apple gift for free and a limited time of editions only. For every
apple you tyre, we plant one planet. A gift for good. A gift. A gift. Your gift.
MOTHER N pulls the last tyre from M
 ICHELIN. T hey return to the ‘V’ formation. EVIES
remove green gels.
(LX13) Audio ends - 2 blue specials (lighting up prop panels) pulse (100%), snap.
EVE: Recalibrating… recalibrating… recalibrating… 65% complete.
(LX14) EVE switches off - Blue down spot (100%), sidelights (100%), snap.
(PX6) Evies returned to side positions - STOP projection.
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SCENE TEN: MEETING FIVE
MOTHER N: What if we add a young figurehead, big on the green-scene right now. Give her an
innocent look, maybe some plaits, a raincoat and a European accent. Just ditch the boat and sell the
cars, that’s it sweetie [Shifts position to gesture to imaginary Greta Thunberg].
MICHELIN: Yeah I’m game, in fact scratch the tree planting and just give ‘em an apple - far less
hassle.
9/10: Well, you know what we [Consults fellow Healthcare Professionals] say - ‘an apple a day keeps
the doctor away’.
MICHELIN: We? Sorry but who the fuck is we? Who even are you?
9/10: [ Impersonates each of the fellow Healthcare Professionals that ‘surround him] H
 ola /
Bongiorno / Ni Hao / Sawadikap / Guten tag / Bonjour / Witaj / Salaam alaikum / Hi - We're the 9/10
Health Care Professionals that actually know what they're talking about.
MICHELIN: Well, Fuck me. I'm knackered. I need a garage and a good glug of gasoline - [Yawning]
does a mechanic come under your remit?
(LX15) “Does a mechanic come under your remit?” - Sidelights 80%, dim cool wash 60%, 30 second
fade.
MICHELIN’s yawn is infectious. MOTHER N, RON, MICKEY, 9/10, MONOPOLY and BARBIE a
 re
overtaken by a sense of lethargy. This strange sequence of yawning carries on the surreal of the
previous scene.
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SCENE ELEVEN: 9/10’s POMME DE TEETH ADVERT

9/10’s advert explores how adverts, especially those selling medical products, manipulate facts, and
statistics to persuade the consumer into purchase. The advert sees 9/10 come to the aid of those
struggling to meet the demands of everyday life in a capitalist society where ‘time is money’ and
every minute can/should be monopolised upon. With a single application of ‘Pomme de Teeth’
toothpaste, the advert performers transform before the eyes of the audience. They are no longer
tired but are buzzing with energy, ready to take on the challenges of the day ahead. The way in which
the performers transform, and the sheer speed with which they complete their tasks, satirises the
‘quick fix’ promises that companies attach to their products in the health and beauty industry. When
it comes to 9/10 reading the side effects, the scene goes into slow motion. This reduced speed
combats the hyperactivity on stage and allows the audience time to acknowledge the alarming side
effects that may result with the purchase of the product. The list of possible reactions is bizarre and is
at odds with the previous benefits listed by 9/10, i.e. fatigue, is a side effect of the energy boosting
toothpaste. The agonizingly slow pace with which 9/10 reads the side effects emphasises the
absurdity of American medical adverts in which, for legal reasons, side effects dominate in the
promotion of the product rather than the product itself. In vocalising the side effects, the advert also
offers comment on the ways in which British health and beauty care adverts conceal their legal
warnings in the small print at the bottom of our TV screens.

9/10 b
 reaks the yawn sequence.
9/10: Tired of being tired?
(SFX6) “Tired of being tired?” - ‘9/10 Intro/Elevator Music’ audio.
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9/10 c omes DSR. MICHELIN moves DSR, MICKEY m
 oves D
 SC and BARBIE moves DSL. R
 ON m
 oves
USR, MOTHER N m
 oves UCS and M
 ONOPOLY m
 oves USL. R
 ON, MOTHER N and M
 ONOPOLY begin
synchronised hopping on the spot from one foot to the other.
9/10: Statistics show that 560% of people struggle with sleep dependency every, single, day.
[Pointing to MICHELIN] This is Alec. [MICHELIN starts exercising] Alec the Zumba coach, Yoga
Instructor, black belt Judo master but also a man with a horrible secret... Alec breaks a sweat after
being on the treadmill for just 45 MINUTES! Shocking, truly shocking - not to mention disgusting!
[MICHELIN r ecognises his failure but continues to push on (with considerable struggle)].
[Pointing to MICKEY] This is Alex. [M
 ICKEY mimes taking notes] Falling behind in their studies, Alex
has been playing too hard and not working hard enough. They have only been averaging at a 3.7 GPA
and received a devastating 93% on their most recent essay. Ohhh imagine the shame. [M
 ICKEY
hangs his head in shame].
[Pointing to BARBIE] This is Alison, Allie to her close friends. [B
 ARBIE mimes stirring cake batter] A
 llie
spent her days cleaning up after her four kids, ironing uniforms, washing dishes, prepping meals,
attending tupperware parties, socialising with her friends... HAHAHA just kidding she has no time for
friends since her husband has started going on such regular ‘golfing’ weekends. [B
 ARBIE smiles
through the pain but there is panic behind her eyes].
9
 /10 t ravels from DSR to DSL.
But… with ‘Pomme de Teeth’ you can regain control of your life. Employing the energising effects of
procyanidins, extracted from the ripe fruit of the malus pumila tree, ‘Pomme de Teeth’ gives you the
kick you need to bite the day to the core.
9
 /10 s tands beside BARBIE DSL. RON, MOTHER N and MONOPOLY’S hopping becomes more frantic,
they fall out of step with one another.
AND OH MY GOD, JESUS, MARY, AND JOSEPH! [BARBIE frantically m
 imes stirring cake batter] A
 llie
has only gone and made every single costume for the school nativity performance and it’s not even
Thanksgiving yet. She’s meal prepped enough food to ensure her family receive their five a day,
seven days a week for the next eleven years, she’s made twenty four varieties of muffins for the kids
bake sale catering for the vegans, the celiacs, the nut free, and even those who are allergic to
plasters.
9
 /10 s tands beside MICKEY D
 CS.
NOW [MICKEY frantically mimes taking notes] Alex has completed their sixth PhD in the last two
months and is fluent in thirty two languages, six of which don’t even exist yet. Due to their
remarkable pioneering efforts they have been selected by the CEO of NASA to train their chief staff
and are jetting off to the ACTUAL moon next tuesday… Bon Voyage Alex.
9
 /10 s tands beside MICHELIN D
 SR. By now R
 ON, MOTHER N, and MONOPOLY are sprinting on the
spot.
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NOW [MICHELIN frantically exercises] w
 ith just two applications of ‘Pomme de Teeth’ a day, Alec is
able to spend five and a half days in the gym without even losing his breath, he can squat all four of
his twenty year old children at once, and no longer requires sleep. Now that’s what I call super
strength.
Break free from the monotony. Brush with ‘Pomme de Teeth’ for two minutes, twice a day and
maximise the other twenty three hours and 56 minutes.
MICHELIN, MICKEY and BARBIE have a sequence of three poses that correspond to the task they are
miming, with R
 ON, M
 OTHER N and MONOPOLY mimicking this upstage.
Work Harder.
MICHELIN, MICKEY and B
 ARBIE take position one
Live Faster.
MICHELIN, MICKEY and B
 ARBIE take position two
Feel Stronger.
MICHELIN, MICKEY and B
 ARBIE take position three
Side effects may include:
9
 /10’s speech dramatically reduces in speed as they read the list of side effects. The scene goes into
slow motion. MICHELIN, MICKEY and B
 ARBIE slowly swap positions with R
 ON, MOTHER N and
MONOPOLY while they perform their sequence of poses. RON, MOTHER N and M
 ONOPOLY now
stand DSR,DSC and DSL. They mime brushing their teeth whilst artificially smiling through the side
effects that are being listed.
Vomiting, nausea, blood clots, being bitched about by parents in the playground, anxiety of over
achieving, smugness, divorce, fluoride poisoning, sexual frustration, sporadic eye twitches, restless
leg syndrome, blocked sweat ducts, memory loss, acidity intolerance, gum disease, high blood
pressure [THE SEVEN slowly move back to their positions in the ‘V’ formation] high blood sugar,
excessive body hair, migraines and tooth decay.
(LX16) 7 walking back into triangle formation - Blue down spot (100%), sidelights (100%), 10 second
fade.
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SCENE TWELVE: MEETING SIX
BARBIE: [Excitedly] Ooh! Think how many more outfits Barbie could make with all that spare time!
All those possibilities! [Dreamy far-off look] I sure don’t fancy all-over body hair Barbie [Giggles].
That’s gross! [Giggles] I don’t think hairy Barbie would really take off… But Pilot Barbie sure did
[Winks at the audience and giggles].
MICHELIN: I’m not sold bruv, I just can’t see it flowing in my system? Sometimes when I mess with
my fuels it really… uhhhh… fucks [B
 ARBIE gasps in horror] with [Acknowledges B
 ARBIE’s disgust]
Sorry. Clogs the tubes. Kind of like when I think about eating one of the clown’s McHeartattacks, you
know, the ones that contain 0% meat and 100% miscellaneous shit//
MICKEY: //Boys and girls I’ve had enough of this bad language and hostility. If the dream is to be
realised then we have to work together//
MOTHER N: //Nothing bothers me more than all of this actual herbal derbal hippie dippy crap - it’s
such a fad! Who cares about putting real ‘earthy’ ingredients in, just pretend and make it compact
and absorbent!
MONOPOLY: High blood pressure? Blood clotting? MEMORY LOSS?! Please, I’ve been dealing with
that since day dot old sport…
MICKEY: Hey guys can I just//
BARBIE: //Barbie doesn’t remember ever being sick... [Pauses] L ife in plastic is so fantastic! [Giggle
and vacant stare].
MONOPOLY: Well congratulations on your… impeccable health. I don’t wish to monopologue but
growing up on Old Kent Road//
MICHELIN: //Here we fucking go. It’s alright for you Rich Uncle Money Bags - some of us are just
trying to make a good honest living! Alls I'm saying is//
MICKEY: //And all I was trying to say was//
MOTHER N: //Oh, tyre boy. Do you ever shut up? I preferred it, everyone preferred it when you were
mute!
9/10: [Consults fellow Doctors] We think you all need to calm down! And we actually have just the
thing! Have you ever heard of//
RON: //Pack it in you jumped up quack before I stick a big… big big BIG Mac right up that little blue//
MICKEY takes Centre Stage (CS)
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MICKEY: GUYS! Look at you! All this fighting is getting us nowhere! It's not about having one thing,
we all have our special talents. It's about making magic as a team! Leave it to your old pal Mickey
and let’s see what we can do… together…
(LX17) “let’s see what we can do… together…” - Rainbow gentle flash slow transition (green, blue,
red), snap.
(SFX7) “Let’s see what we can do… together…” - ‘Disney Remix/EVE 100% Complete/Minute
Mashup Hum’ audio.
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SCENE THIRTEEN: MICKEY’S ‘TUCK INTO YOUR CANDY APPLE’ ADVERT
Through song and dance, Mickey’s musical advert promotes the many wonders that await you if you
visit Disneyland. The advert captures the energy and joy associated with the Disney franchise and, in
form, it parallels one of the park’s many promotional videos. Behind the cheerful theme tune and the
animated performances, however, lies the harsh reality of the ‘happiest place on earth.’ The dark
humour of the satirical lyrics points to the fact that the park exploits its workers and the environment
in order to deliver upon its promises. The satirical lyrics also point to the fact that, at Disneyland,
happiness comes at a considerable cost. Only those with significant wealth can afford to live the
Disneyland dream as they pay their way into paradise.

(PX7) Karaoke Sing Along Video projection.
ALL are stood in ‘V’ formations with Mickey DSC
MICKEY: Ladies and Gentleman, [A
 LL ( minus MICKEY) assume M
 ICHELIN’ s running position]
it is with deepest pride [A
 LL assume M
 ONOPOLY’s position with right hand holding a hat]
and greatest pleasure that [ALL raise right arm tipping the hat]
we welcome you tonight. [A
 LL assume R
 ON’ s position of waving their right hand]
And now we invite you to relax into your seats, [A
 LL assume BARBIE’s position of sitting facing DSL]
take your mind off work, [ALL assume 9/10’ s position of writing on a paper facing SL]
and tuck into a candy apple [ALL a
 ssume M
 OTHER N’s pose leaning forward, right foot beveled, right
hand below their faces]
as we proudly present – your dream come true… [ A
 LL assume M
 ICKEY’s pose with both arms at 45
degrees facing DSR and ALL quickly turn faces to the audience (SNAP)]
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Be our guest [BARBIE and RON e xtend left foot to audience while shifting left arm to 45 degrees]
Be our guest [MICHELIN and 9/10 repeat this sequence of movements]
Magic benefits you will get [M
 ONOPOLY and MOTHER N repeat the same sequence of movements –
MICKEY steps back to the point of the ‘V’ formation USC]
When you join us here at Disney, [A
 LL click-fingers and step forward to create a horizontal line DS]
Fun and laughter in excess [A
 LL move torso counter-clockwise with hands on bellies]
Apple pies [BARBIE (slides to SL) and RON ( slides to SR) with one hand 145 degrees and other hand
45 degrees]
Happy meals [M
 ICHELIN ( slides to left) and 9 /10 (slides to right) with same hand positions]
Our friend Ron [MONOPOLY (slides to left) and MOTHER N (slides to right) with same hand positions]
provides the deals [A
 LL (minus RON) shift weight to their right foot and “throw arms to the right” –
RON assumes one of his generic poses waving right hand]
RON: [Addressing the audience]
Try the nuggets
They’re delicious
Made from chicken
MICHELIN:
That’s suspicious! [A
 LL (minus MICHELIN) turn body to face SL while assuming a “thinking” pose –
MICHELIN assumes a generic pose with right foot pointing 30 degrees and right arm extended
diagonally at 145 degrees]
There’s no mess [ALL (minus M
 ICHELIN) bend knees with hands on thighs – M
 ICHELIN clicks right
heely out]
There’s no fuss [ALL (minus M
 ICHELIN) straighten knees while extending both arms diagonally at 145
degrees – MICHELIN clicks left heely out]
Transportation, it’s on us! [A
 LL (minus MICHELIN) enact a chugging motion with arms to simulate the
motion of train wheels – MICHELIN slides on heelys from DSL to DSR]
MOTHER N:
Just ignore that fuel consumption really sucks. [A
 LL travel to a clump and assume different leveled
positions CS]
MICKEY:
Remember where you stand [A
 LL (minus M
 ICKEY) remain stationary – M
 ICKEY puts hands on
MOTHER N’s shoulders]
That’s really not on brand [M
 ICKEY imitates pulling M
 OTHER N’s face into a smile as her mouth
moves in sync with M
 ICKEY ’s hands. ALL remain stationary and smile at the same time as M
 OTHER
N]
ALL:
So be our guest [A
 LL (minus M
 OTHER N) remain stationary – M
 OTHER N sits and extends both arms
outwards at 45 degrees]
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be our guest [A
 LL (minus MOTHER N) remain in positions while extending back arms at 145 degrees
and front arms at 45 degrees]
9/10:
Just a spoonful of sugar [ALL l ower themselves to the floor while “pulsing” torso up and down, all
moving into the clump on the floor]
Helps the medicine go down
Come get it now [ALL continue the same movement while circling upper body clockwise]
Make your trip a wow [A
 LL meet at the front and stop movement sequence]
Spend your life long savings [ALL turn head to 9/10]
Disney vaccines are free
MONOPOLY:
Family feuds we guarantee [A
 LL simulate ‘angry poses’ (i.e. strangle/holding up knife/frozen
screaming)]
Along with certain bankruptcy
9/10:
[Dry tone] And diarrhea vomiting headaches sugar rush and there was that one kid who//
[ALL (minus 9
 /10) spin in their seated positions to sit in two horizontal lines, facing SR - 9/10 stands
and walks DSR]
ALL:
//In the most delightful way [A
 LL turn heads to audience]
Whistle break 9/10 joins front line sitting on floor – ALL repeat look towards SR wings and then
forward in time with the music]
MOTHER N:
A peaceful stroll around the square [A
 LL remain sitting – MOTHER N stands and skips around the
characters, pointing at each of them to stand]
We don’t even charge for air
MICKEY:
But that would really be a fresh idea [M
 OTHER N extends out her hand and helps M
 ICKEY to stand]
MOTHER N:
Miles and miles of plastic trees
Fake nature made by me [A
 LL are standing at this point with M
 OTHER N stood DSC, addresses the
audience]
MICKEY:
I know a song [M
 ICKEY and M
 OTHER N switch spots, MICKEY pushing M
 OTHER N backwards]
To move the ad along… [M
 ICKEY DSC, ALL (minus M
 ICKEY) transition into a “tree” with arms as
branches]
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ALL:
Heigh-Ho [First half of characters (9/10, MOTHER N, BARBIE) “chops” second half of characters as if
to chop a tree]
Heigh-Ho [Second half (R
 ON, MICHELIN,  MONOPOLY) “chops” first half of characters]
MICKEY:
To Disneyland we go [A
 LL (minus MONOPOLY) characters march to a vertical line CS – M
 ONOPOLY
travels DSL]
MONOPOLY:
In Paris, Florida, Tokyo [A
 LL (minus MONOPOLY) shift vertical line to a diagonal line from USL to DSR
and continue to march]
ALL:
Heigh-ho
To buy more land we go!
MONOPOLY:
Free dough
MICKEY:
The media’s ours, you know! [A
 LL (minus MICKEY a nd MONOPOLY) face different directions (each
character addressing a different section of the audience) and interact with a different form of media
e.g. camera, newspaper, phone, etc.]
We own your dreams, silence your screams [ALL hands come together and rest with head on right
shoulder to mime “sleeping”. Then all zip up mouth with fingertips from left to right]
MONOPOLY:
Pass go [ALL thumbs up to audience]
ALL:
Heigh-ho
Heigh-ho
Heigh-ho [A
 LL march into ‘V’ formation with B
 ARBIE USC]
BARBIE:
A Princess fashion show [A
 LL (except BARBIE) ‘queuing up’ to get her autograph as though she is one
of the Disney Princesses]
New dress, new shoes a tiara too
It glows [M
 ICHELIN a nd 9/10 lean back on characters behind them, “fainting” because of BARBIE’S
presence]
This Princess could be you
Unless [BARBIE walks DSC]
You’re over a size 2 [B
 ARBIE holds four fingers up - ALL look shockingly at audience]
If Daddy pays you’re on your way told be [ALL form horizontal line DS]
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A plastic girl like me [B
 ARBIE w
 inks and blows a kiss to the audience, A
 LL “gasp” with front foot
bevelled and front hand in front of mouth]
Whistling
MICKEY:
And all you’ve got to do is… [ALL w
 alk back into ‘V’ formation whilst clicking along with the music
Look for the bare necessities
The simple bare necessities
Forget about your worries and your strife [A
 LL a ssume positions in ‘V’]
ALL:
I mean the bare necessities [A
 LL speed through each mascots key pose (mirroring the beginning) in
an increasingly jumbled and frantic manner]
Old Mother Nature’s recipes
That brings the bare necessities of life [A
 LL freeze in their own mascot pose with blank expression]
The song cuts. EVE has completed her search.
(PX8) Disney Remix ends - EVE WAKE UP into PULSE projection.
EVE: Search 100% complete. I hope you like it.

(LX18) “I hope you like it” - Light blue gel sidelights (100%)
(PX9) “I hope you like it” - EVE OUROBOROS TRANSITION projection, timed to 1 minute.
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SCENE FOURTEEN: EVE’s ‘MASHUP’

The final scene sees Eve finally realise an advert of her own. She uses all seven of the techniques
explored in the previous scenes in order to create the ‘ultimate’ advert in which she sells ‘the apple’.
The frenzied combination of techniques is disturbing and speaks to the irrationality that drives
consumer culture. After the advert is staged, there is a blackout to suggest the performance has
finished during which the audience will applaud (led by the technical crew if necessary). Eve takes this
applause as a sign of the test-audience’s approval; viewers like the advert and therefore will
undoubtedly buy into the product. The Evies send the product (a picture of an apple) via Airdrop (a
function only accessible on Apple devices) as a final reference to the power of targeted advertising.

Images: Taken from online shopping platforms (Apple: JustASoap).

The E VIES d
 isperse themselves across the stage. Facing the audience, they hold an apple in their left
hand and slowly stretch their arm out towards the audience. The weight and tension held in the
extension of the arm propels them forward into their next position C
 S. They physicalise an apple tree,
using their limbs as branches. RON, 9/10, M
 ONOPOLY, MICHELIN and B
 ARBIE, who are standing in
their ‘V’, pick the apples from the EVIES’ branches. The EVIES split centre stage and M
 OTHER N (SL)
AND MICKEY (SR) follow them off to trigger the rolling on of a mass of apples from the prop panels.
Each of the seven perform their advertisement technique on the apple while saying their iconic
taglines. The word ‘apple’ has been redacted from the taglines for greater emphasis on the physical
product. The scene should grow increasingly frenetic and surreal.
RON bites the apple while saying “ These are not just...these are 100%.”
BARBIE k isses the apple while saying “ Barbie’s Crush Lip Gloss.”
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MICHELIN c ounts apple seeds whilst saying “For every tyre a tree gift for you.”
MOTHER N plants apple seeds while saying “We give tree a gift for the planet.”
9/10 distributes apples while saying “ An a day keeps the Doctor away.”
MONOPOLY polishes the apple while saying “With we can ensure all your worries are covered by our
policy.”
MICKEY juggles the apple while saying ‘Relax into your seats and tuck into a candy’
THE SEVEN return to their ‘V’ formation approximately 10 seconds before the blackout, all facing
either SL or SR (depending on their position) with MONOPOLY facing the audience. They hold the
remnants of an apple in front of their face. The performance appears to be over.
(LX19) EVE ouroboros transformation ends (1 minute duration) - Blackout, snap.
(PX10) After applause - EVE PULSE projection.
(SFX8) After applause - ‘I’m glad you liked it’ audio.
(LX20) After applause - 2 blue specials (lighting up prop panels) pulse (100%), snap.
EVE: I’m glad you liked it.
The five E VIES disperse themselves throughout the edges of the space and begin the process of
airdropping the advertisement to the ‘test audience’. The E VIES’ profiles are lit by the light from their
phone screens as they begin to a
 irdrop the advert to the ‘test audience’.

EVE: Product sending... Sending... Sent.
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Following this process, the EVIES make their way to the theatre exits, and open the doors for the ‘test
audience members’ as the final act to end the performance. THE SEVEN remain frozen, holding the
apples in hand until the final audience member leaves the space.
(LX21) “product sending… sent” - dark blue wash (100%), 5 second fade.
END
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